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Role Step  Task Considerations 

Pre-

teaching 

0.1  Prop open specimen bags in basin To familiarize staff 

0.2  Roll specimen bag with label visible 

Wrapping specimen in bubble wrap 

Primary 1.0  Enter patient room with supplies inside basins 

Wait while monitor moves to other window 

DO NOT place basins down until instructed to do so 

 

 1.1  While holding basins, wipe bedside table with AHP wipe Allow 1 minute 

contact time 

 1.2  Place empty basin on bedside table furthest from patient 

Place basin with supplies on bedside table nearest to patient 

 

   Move red waste receptacle close enough to reach  

 1.3  Immerse gloved hands in AHP disinfectant 

Use disinfectant wipe to avoid dripping on floor 

Avoid splashing 

 

 1.4  Pick up specimen bags 

Place bags between the basins on bedside table 

 

 1.5  Pick up bag with blood collection supplies and empty into basin 

closest to patient 

Pick up bag with blood collection tubes and empty into same basin 

Place bags in 

waste receptacle 

 1.6  Collect specimens.  DO NOT place collection tubes on bed  

 1.7  Place filled specimen tube(s) back into basin closest to patient  

 1.8  Dispose of sharps in yellow sharps container  

Dispose of other collection supplies in red waste receptacle 

 

 1.9  Immerse gloved hands in AHP disinfectant 

Use disinfectant wipe to avoid dripping on floor 

Avoid splashing 

 

 1.10  Using a new disinfectant wipe:  

disinfect entire surface of basin furthest from patient 

 

 1.11  Immerse gloved hands in AHP 

Use disinfectant wipe to avoid  dripping drips on floor 

Avoid splashing 

 1.12  Pick up specimen bag and confirm labelling on bag 

Using a new disinfectant wipe: 

disinfect entire surface of one specimen bag 

Touch only outside of specimen bag and do not  touch bag to gown 

1 wipe per bag 

 1.13  DO NOT touch inside of bag. Using only outside of bag, pull specimen 

bag open 

Open bag so bag can be propped upright and wide open in basin 

Prop open bag in basin furthest from patient 

 

 1.14  Immerse gloved hands in AHP 

Use disinfectant wipe for dripping on floor 

If more than one specimen to collect, repeat step 1.12  

Avoid splashing 

 1.15  Using new disinfectant wipe, pick up a specimen tube  

Wipe entire surface of tube without touching tube with gloved hand  

Verify specimen bag and specimen tube labels match  

Holding tube with the same AHP wipe, drop tube into appropriate 

specimen bag  

1 wipe per tube 

DO NOT touch 

inside surface of 

specimen bag 
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 1.16  Immerse gloved hands in AHP 

Use disinfectant wipe for dripping on floor 

If more than one specimen to collect, repeat  1.15 

Avoid splashing 

 1.17  Pick up one specimen bag 

Do NOT touch bag to gown 

Ensure tube(s) are at bottom of specimen bag, off to one side 

 

 1.18  Fold specimen bag lengthwise, in half with label on outside of bag  

 1.19  Roll folded specimen bag from bottom up to release air  

 1.20  Seal specimen bag; keep bag rolled up and secure with elastic band 

Place back into basin furthest from patient  

 

 1.21  Immerse gloves in AHP 

Use disinfectant wipe for dripping on floor 

Repeat at 1.17 if necessary 

Avoid splashing 

 1.22  Wipe door handle and door plate with AHP wipe Wait 1 minute 

 1.23  Immerse gloved hands in AHP 

Use disinfectant wipe for dripping on floor 

Avoid splashing  

 1.24  With one hand, pick up all specimen bags from basin 

Stop and wait for the Monitor to move to the anteroom door 

 

 1.25  Open anteroom door 

Enter anteroom and stand/ stay on Primary disinfectant mat 

Allow door to close behind you 

Wait for Monitor 

direction 

Assistant 2.0  Monitor opens door 

Enter anteroom staying on Assistant side 

 

 2.1  Wipe Assistant‘s Mayo stand with disinfectant wipe   Allow 1 minute 

contact time 

 2.2  Immerse gloved hands in AHP solution Avoid splashing 

Monitor 2.3  Hold anteroom door open  

Lab   hold open transport box with canister inside  

Assistant  2.4  Remove canister without  touching outside of transport box and 

place on disinfected Mayo stand 

Repeat step 2.3 if necessary  

 

Monitor 2.5  Close anteroom door 

Instruct Assistant to move into a position to ensure appropriate 

viewing by Monitor 

 

Primary 

& 

Assistant 

2.6  Together, confirm which bag to be handed off first  

Assistant 2.7  Take lid off of the canister corresponding to specimen 

Place canister and lid on disinfected Mayo table with inside of lid 

facing up 

 

 2.8  Remove bubble wrap from canister 

Fold bubble in half and place hands under center of bubble wrap 

Hold out  bubble wrap to receive specimen bag 

DO NOT touch specimen bag 

Allow Primary to place specimen bag in center of bubble wrap 

Position hands 

under center of 

bubble wrap 
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Primary  2.9  With specimen bag rolled compactly carefully place into the middle 

of bubble wrap, held by Assistant 

 

 2.10  Immerse gloved hands into AHP after last specimen handed off Avoid splashing 

Assistant 2.11  Slowly wrap specimen bag in bubble wrap by folding bubble wrap in 

half towards center and then roll up 

DO NOT touch 

specimen bag 

 2.12  Place wrapped bag into canister and replace canister lid  

2.13  Immerse gloved hands in AHP 

Repeat 2.6 if collecting a second sample  

Avoid splashing 

 

2.14  Take AHP wipe and pick up one canister  

Wipe entire canister with AHP wipe 

Continue to hold canister  

DO NOT place canister back on Mayo stand 

1 wipe/ canister 

Allow 1 minute 

contact time 

Monitor 2.15  Hold open anteroom door  

Lab   Stand at anteroom entrance holding open transport box  

Assistant 2.16  Confirm with lab staff correct specimen/lab   

Confirm patient and lab requisition 

 

2.17  Place canister into transport box without touching outside of box  

2.18  Immerse gloved hands in AHP Avoid splashing 

Monitor  2.19  Close anteroom door  

Repeat 2.14  if second canister required transfer to lab delegate  

 

 


